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Philatelic Calendar

Jan . 18	 Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Cen-
ter, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J., 8 p .m . Pro-
grams A .P .S . slide program "Collecting Postal Station-
ery" Part I.

Jan . 27	 SASS New York Chapter monthly meeting, Collectors Club
of New York, 22 E . 35 St ., NYC, 8 p .m . Program : Swiss
postage due rates and covers by Werner Elias.

Mar. 11-13 -- Helvetia exhibit in BEPEX club competition, Paramus, N .J.

Apr . 15	 SASS regional meeting hosted by Helvetia at SOJEX, At-
lantic City, N. J.

Helvetia to Mount BEPEX Exhibit

Helvetia Society members at their Jan . 18 meeting will
select 1934 Swiss philatelic material for their BEPEX club competition
exhibit . BEPEX is limiting the content of the club exhibits to 1934,
the year of its founding, to foster competition among the member clubs.
Helvetia has won the competition the past five years on the strength
of specialized Swiss and Liechtenstein material . Eligible material for
the exhibit in March includes stamps issued in 1934 and covers post-
marked in the same year . All members are urged to bring any suitable
material in view of the small number of stamps that Switzerland issued
that year.

SASS New York Chapter Elects Officers

The New York Chapter of SASS, which organized in October, has elected
officers for 1972 . They are Harlan Stone of Summit, N .J ., president
and program chairman, and Dr . Max Schneck of New Rochelle, N .Y ., sec-
retary-treasurer . Members at the December meeting also established $3
as the annual dues and voted to receive the monthly newsletter pub-
lished by the Helvetia Society . A preliminary count shows that the
chapter has about 15 members.

News Briefs

George Wettach, Helvetia treasurer, reports that the
distinctive Helvetia membership cards have been temporarily misplaced.
He assures new members that he will distribute their cards as soon as
possible .
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The Strubeli stamps will be the subject of a special
study session at the March meeting of Helvetia . Program chairman
Harlan Stone urges members to start preparing now to bring appro-
priate stamps, covers and literature.

Helvetia members who are officers in BEPEX are play-
ing a leading role in the organization of the March exhibition.
President Ben Wood is general exhibition chairman and in charge of
the-program, Vice President Walter Reimann is in charge of special
awards, and Treasurer Werner Vogel is exhibition treasurer and the
receiver of all the entry forms . Albert Adams is a member of the
exhibition committee.

Great Britain's Helvetia Issues Anniversary Cachet

In honor of its 25th anniversary, the Helvetia Phila-
telic Society of Great Britain has prepared commemorative covers
with a special cachet showing the famous clock tower in Bern . Al-
though the society was unsuccessful in obtaining a special Swiss
cancellation for the occasion, the PTT did apply its Bern postal
museum postmark to the covers . (See illustration)
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Switzerland's Sitting Helvetia Issues 1862-83

By Harlan Stone

Switzerland's "Sitting Helvetia" stamps, long neglected,
are recognized today as the country's first modern issue . New postal
rates gave the postal authorities the opportunity to introduce these
stamps with perforations, true safety paper and the neutral Latin
word "Helvetia" in place of the previously used German, French and
Italian inscription . As a result of the improvements in production,
these stamps cost much less than the preceding "Strubeli" issue . They
also bore larger, more distinct figures of value and provided a crit-
ical public with a more attractive representation of Helvetia.

J . P . Riess, engraver at the Bavarian Mint, designed the
Sitting Helvetia stamps after Switzerland's coins and engraved the
design . The Swiss postal authorities printed the stamps at Switzer-
land's Federal Mint in Bern . There the stamp paper was gummed, em-
bossed printed, impressed with a safety control mark to guard against
counterfeiting, and finally perforated 11 3/4.

The control mark shows the Swiss Federal cross in a double
oval . A plate impressed this mark simultaneously on every stamp in
each sheet of 400 . All control marks on the Sitting Helvetia stamps
are a "wide" version . Later stamps also bear a "narrow" version which
conforms to the heraldic specifications for the Swiss Federal cross.

The Swiss postal authorities created a great variety of now
scarce Sitting Helvetia proofs during extensive laboratory tests to
develop printing and cancelling inks that would prevent the cleaning
and reuse of used stamps.

Because of their long period of use, the Sitting Helvetia
stamps are rich in color varieties, printing plate flaws and post-
marks . The chief differences among the three issues are:

First issue -- Papers medium thick, opaque, off-white.
1862-63

	

Gums brownish.

Second issue - Paper : thin, semi-transparent, white.
1867-78

	

Gums colorless.

Third issue -- Papers thin, granite (blue and red threads).
1881

	

Gum : colorless, brittle.

In the first issue metallic inks were used to produce the
two highest values . The 60 centime and 1 franc stamps have special
metallic colors which the printers achieved by sprinkling the still
wet stamps with special powders, then shaking off the excess . The
60c . has dark red ink covered with bronze powder, and the 1fr . has
yellow-brown ink covered with gold powder . Some 1fr . stamps were mis-
takenly embossed on paper prepared for the 60c ., resulting in a 1fr.
bronze color .
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From Oct . 1, 1862, the day the first four Sitting Helvetia
stamps appeared, to July 31 . 1863, the last day the Strubeli issue
was valid, it was possible to use stamps from both issues on the
same letters . This type of mixed franking became possible again at
the end of the Sitting Helvetia issues . From April 1, 1882, when
the succeeding cross and numeral stamps and Standing Helvetia stamps
appeared, to Sept . 30, 1883, the last day the Sitting Helvetia stamps
were valid, the public could use a combination of the different types.

The Sitting Helvetia stamps with granite paper remained in
use only from 1881 (exact date unknown) until Sept . 30, 1883 . In con-
trast to the stamps in the first and second issues, these are thus
much more uncommon in used rather than mint condition.

The most well known printing variety involves a double
impression, one inverted, of the values and words "Helvetia" and "Franco"
on a few of the Sitting Helvetia stamps . More common varieties include
colored shield tips, broken and split frame lines, partial control
marks, and control marks impressed on the front instead of the back of
the stamps.

The Swiss postal authorities overprinted the word "Specimen"
on the Sitting Helvetia (and succeeding) stamps to mark them as samples
for three different reasons:

To distinguish printers' proofs.
To set aside stamps to be used for the training of postal em-

ployees or for record-keeping purposes.
To designate stamps to be submitted to the Universal Postal

Union or foreign postal authorities.
The overprint appears in two forms, the first large and blue or black,
the second small and black.

On Oct . 1, 1883, the Sitting Helvetia stamps became obsolete.
From May 14 that year, the date of the demonetization decree, to June
30, 1887, the public could exchange mint Sitting Helvetia Stamps for
the succeeding issue . The postal authorities decided to sell these
obsolete stamps to the public at below face value for collection purposes,
and began to do so apparently before the exchange period ended.

To prevent purchasers from trading in the stamps a second
time at face value, the authorities overprinted some with "Ausser Kurs"
for " out of currency," using two different types of lettering.

A large number of these remainders subsequently flooded the
market, and the Sitting Helvetia issues became unpopular . The postal
authorities have never repeated this method of disposing of obsolete
stamps .
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Sitting Helvetia Cover with Mixed Franking

Switzerland allowed the use of its high value 500 centime
postage due stamp to pay postage on domestic parcels beginning Dec.
16, 1879, and on foreign parcels beginning Dec . 10, 1884 . This use
was valid until July 15, 1 8 93.

The illustrated cover, postmarked Les Brenets, April 9,
1882, is a packet card bearing two postage due stamps (left) . The
card also bears the uncommon "Sitting Helvetia" and "Cross and Numeral"
stamp (lower right) mixed franking . The Sitting Helvetia stamps (a
single 25 centime and a pair of 1 francs) are on granite paper.

Helvetia to Hold Swiss Auction

The date for Helvetia's first auction Will be May 16 at the
Fair Lawn, N .J ., Arts Center during the society's regular monthly
meeting. President Steve Pomex, who is auction chairman, has announced
that the deadline for receiving auction material is March 1 . Any
collector, whether a member of Helvetia or not, may submit Swiss or
related material and take part in the bidding . Steve pointed out that
the auction rules and terms (see next page), developed by him and
Vice President Walter Reimann, call for lots with an estimated re-
tail value of at least $3 . Steve has established a special address
for the auction . Sellers should send all material to:

Mr. Steve Pomex
P . O . Box 402, Gracie Station
New York, N .Y . 10028

The society will distribute the auction catalog in April to all known
collectors of Switzerland in the U .S .



Helvetia Society Auction, May 16, 1972
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